For best results,
leave fields blank
unless you have
specific needs

Essential Learning Categories:
English, Fine Arts, History,
Humanities, Natural Sciences, Social
Sciences, etc.
Note: to affectively use this search,
keep the subject as “All”

Course Number: Enter the three digits that follow courses like ENGL 111, to search type 111 in this search window.
Note: to search for lectures and labs at the same time enter a % after the course number. For example, enter 101% to
view both the BIOL 101 and 101L sections

Keyword: Enter one or more words (partial words not allowed). The search uses
Delivery Method: Select an
instructional method to view all
courses instructed either as a
“Web based,” “Classroom
Based,” or “Blended(Hybrid).”

Part of Term: Select the length
of a class by selecting either “Full
Semester,” “Frist Mod,” “Late
Start,” Etc.

AND logic to return classes that contain the word(s) or partial words entered.

Campus: Enter a campus such as “Main Campus,” “Montrose,” “Online, “or “WCCC Bishop Campus.”
Time of Day: Select either Day, Evening, or Weekend Session. Day sessions are all courses that
begin prior to 4pm and evening sessions are all courses that begin after 4pm. Weekend Session are
all courses that take place on Saturday or Sunday

Academic Department: Enter a department such as Art or Business to view all courses that are
under that department.

Meeting Days and Times: Typical classes are Monday/Wednesday/Friday or Tuesday/Thursday.
If you use this search option, keep in mind that only classes that meet your input will be returned.
Also if you use this search option, both the start and end time must be entered. Only classes that
match the exact start and end time will be returned. Example, enter a start time as 10:00am and
the end time as 10:50am for a MWF course or enter a start time of 12:30pm and the end time as
1:45pm for a TR course.

